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by mea-ns of continuities, cutting and false continuities."
GILLES DELEUZE

PROJ ECTS

Cardiff Bay Opera House, Cardiff, Wales, 1994

Museo del Prado, Madrid, 1995/98

Stan Allen Architect, Amy Lipton Gallery, New York, 1989-91
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TOP: Dziga Vertov, Man with a Movie Camera, 1928. Still

BOTTOM: Luis Buiiuel and Salvador Dali, Un Chien Andalou, 1929. Still

"But what characterizes the montage and hence its role as a cell

or movie frame? The collision-the conflict of two opposing

pieces." SERGEI EISENSTEIN, 1929

01 MO NTAGE PRACTICES: TH E METROPOLIS

Early modernist methodologies of collage and montage acquired

force through the collision of distinct orders and the generation of

tension across seams of difference. Difference was encoded in

forceful juxtaposition. Anticipating the modernist fascination with

collision, symbolist poet Isidore Ducasse (the "comte de Lautrea

mont") spoke of the terrifying beauty produced by the intersection

of "..-:the sewing machine and'the umbrella on the dissecting

table." In the case of Soviet filmmaker Dziga Vertov montage has

another, more politically charged function. Sudden and unexpected

juxtapositions dislocate the spectator's habits of perception. The

artificial spell of the cinema is momentarily broken in order to "lay

bare" the device of its own construction. Filmmaking is shown to be

work like any other: the repetitive spinning motions of splicing or

editing are intercut with images of wool spinning, printing presses,

and other manufacturing processes. Stop motion freezes the flow

of time, r~minding the viewer that his own subjectivity collaborates

in the construction of the movie's artifice.

Vertov's political and technological optimism contrasts with

the sense of absurdity expressed in Un Chien Andalou, the 1929

film made by Luis Buliuel and Salvador Dali. Here the violence of
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modern metropolitan life comes to the surface, expressing both the

escalation necessary to maintain the_?_~ock effect, and the loss of

faith in a progressive and redemptive modernism. Surrealism

erodes modernism from within, registering an emergent awareness

that the whole hygienic-panoptic project of modernism-its desire

to remake the world on the basis of new technologies-contains

within it the potential to go disastrously wrong.

Architecture is of course more intimately linked to normative

constraints of economic and technical reality than these experi

mental films, and at the same time less sensitive to the specula

tions of the avant-garde. Yet in the proposals of Mies van.der Rohe

for urban buildings in the 1920s, ~nalagous aesthetic of disjunctive

effects is evident. His 1928 project for the remodeling of the

Alexanderplatz in Berlin, sets a series of crystalline geometric solids

against the complex and heterogeneous mix of the late nine

teenth-century city fabric. The buildings are marked by the nature

of the new metropolis. As objects, they embody the logic of new

technologies and changed subjectivities. Yet they also stand apart

from the chaos of the city to offer a critique, to point elsewhere. It

is no accident that this project is represented by means.of photo

montage. Through the very means of representation itself, Mies

makes explicit the seams, gaps, and distractions of modern metro

politan life.' It is worth noting, however, that in Mies's collage dis

junction exists not internal to the architecture itself, but between

the architecture and its context. Mies has established complex and

discontinuous relationships between a series of objects that are

Mies van der Rohe, Alexanderplatz, Berlin, 1928. Photomontage

themselves fundamentally regular-even geometrically pure-and a

city fabric characterized by impure mixtures of old and new. As a

result of the uneven implementation of modern technologies in the

early twentieth-century metropolis, the traditional and the modern.

tended already to coexist in disjunctive proximity. It is this condi

tion that Mies has made visible in his project.

02 AFTER THE METROPOLIS

Among the diverse and multiple definitions of postmodernity, the

loss of difference consistently emerges as a theme: modernity's

capacity to shock has given way to effects of leveling, the domi

nance of abstract values, a loss of depth, what Jean-Fran~ois

13
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TOP: Office Building,

Metropark, New Jersey

BOTTO M: Tokyo street at

night

Lyotard described as a "slackening" and what Fredric Jameson called

the "waning of affect. ,,2 This is no,doubt in part an effect of new dig

ital technologies that reconfigure concrete objects as abstract

information. Distraction, which once implied a radical model for

new subjectivities, becomes empty time. Sergei Eisenstein's explo

sive discontinuities fade to Gilles Deleuze's "false continuities."

What has changed in the new urbanism of the periphery

sometimes designated as "edge city,,3-is not so much the nature

of the object as its context. During the postwar period in the

United States, massive decentralization, the construction of an

interstate highway infrastructure, and new expectations with

regard to housing and community all tended to move the city

away from d~Jlsity, and to dilute its complex mixtures. As Marc

Hacker has pointed out, this dismantling of urban density was

motivated in large part by Cold War fears of nuclear attack.4 The

metropolis-once a dense punctual locus of urban identity, privi

leged site of the, encounter with the other-has faded from view,

replaced by a vast megalopolis interconnected by communiCation

networks both physical and virtual.

Jameson's loss of "depth" or Lyotard's "slackening" therefore

have very real counterparts in contemporary urban experience. The

city tod~y is experienced as a field of ineffable effects suspended in

an ethe~ of immaterial signs. These signs differ from one another

not in substance, but in meaning. The "waning:'of affect" is in part

visible in the collapse of regional identity and a corresponding loss

of a sense of place. Meaningful social and political differences have

been evened out. In the politics of culture, this leads to a loss of the

avant-garde's special capacity-as privileged avatar of "other

ness"-to measure and mark those differences. The margins have

been incorporated into the mainstream, and the possibility of

standing outside has been eroded by the leveling effect of new

technologies. As we move from an economy dominated by tech

nologies of production to an economy dominated by technologies

of reproduction, the differences between things seem less signifi

cant that the potential sameness of images. In the postmodern

world of simulation, anything can combine with anything else

without producing a sense of shock.
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Shinto priests blessing fighter jet

Digital technologies facilitate the seamless combination of

images from different sources. Further, the nature of digital media

itself functions to even out the differences previously emphasized

by collage and montage practices. As Vivian Sobchack has pointed.

out: "Digital electronic technology atomizes and abstractly sche

matizes the analogic quality of the photographic and cinematic

into discrete pixels and bits of information that are transmitted

serially, each bit discontinuous, discontiguous, and absolute-each

bit 'being in itself' even as it is part of a system."s A field of imma

terial ciphers is substituted for the material traces of the object.

Media theorist Friedrich Kittler has pointed out that with the emer

gence of digital technologies-where sound, images, or text are all

converted into digital code-the differences between media them-

selves (and the corresponding concept of "multimedia") disappea~:

"The general digitalization of information and_channels erases the

difference between individual media. Sound and image, voice and

text have become mere effects on the surface, or, to put it better,

the interface for the consumer.,,6 Hierarchies are distributed;

"value" is evened out. Digital ciphers differ.one fror:n the other only

as place holders in a code.

A number of ostensibly opposed positions· have emerged

among architects who have addressed the pervasive role of media

and technology in the city today. One asserts that architecture will

fade away under the advancing imperati~es of technology. Under

the domain ofJdistraction, media and te<;hnology threaten archi

tecture with its own obsolescence. This has led some architects to

retrench, and insist ever more stridently on architecture's material

specificity. Others submit to the imperatives of the new technolo

gies and redefine architecture as media and image. Alternatively,

architects have attempted to reassert architecture's traditional

capacity to represent (formally or metaphorically) the condition of

distraction through a fragmented or "dislocated" architecture that

stands as the metaphoric equivalent to the dizzy euphoria of com~

munication. In each case, architecture is understood as something

different from media, its physicality opposed to the virtual effects

of media and digital technology.

Architectural work by its nature endorses the value of the

physical over the virtual. Yet if understood simply as a form of

resistance to the virtual, architecture risks its own marginalization.

15
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The capacity to actualize the virtual is a fundamental and even

traditional aspe-ct- of architecture. From the manipulation of light

and space in the work of Francesco Borromini or Guarino Guarini,

to the fugitive tectonic effects of Mies van der Rohe, to the exten

sive spatial elaborations of Hans Scharoun, architecture's tangible

presence is ?Iways i!1formed by a corresponding virtual field. Shift

ing relations of program, information, and use further extend

architecture's engagement with the invisible flows of the city.

Architecture is already marked by complex relations of real to vir

tual. Only by creatively examining the role of the architect in these

changing urban economies can architecture evolve the means to

reengage the world.

03 CONTEXTUAL TACTICS: FIVE PROPOSITIONS

The projects illustrated here register a shift from a late-modernist

project of fragmentation (characterized by the aesthetics of dis

junction and its associated critical discourses) toward an architec

ture of continuity and connectivity, lightness and affect. Beginning

with the detailed specifics of program or site, these projects work

incrementally toward the definition of a new urban condition. In

each case, a loosely defined envelope or field supports a high

degree of diversity, exchange and complexity. This is more than a

stylistic shift: it is an architecture that functions smoothly without"

necessarily looking smooth.

1. INTENSIVE PROGRAMMING

Prevailing linguistic models of reception, and a concomitant

emphasis on visuality, have enforced the idea of architecture as a

discursive practice. But spatial practices both precede and exceed

discursive practices. Architectural subjects are users as well as

spectatqrs, participants as well as re~ders. In practice, this implies

intensive programming, but also an elastic yet precise relation

between spatial accommodation and formal invention; a loose fit

between event and structure.

2. DISTRACTION (SLACKENING)

Given the evident ineffectiveness of strategies of unmasking, dis

avowal, or defamiliarization in a state of distraction, I would pro

pose instead the appropriation and redirection of the very

technologies of distraction enforced by dominant culture. We

can't simply criticize distraction in the hope of recovering some

notion of authentic experience. We need strategies of intensifica

tion, not strategies of delay. The radical gesture today is not to

unmask, or to resist the simulacrum, but rather to require the sim

ulacrum, against all expectation, to function as the real. Camou

flage, mimicry, wit, guileful ruse, deception, and stealth-"tricky

and stubborn procedures that elude discipline without being

outside the field in which it is exercised"-enter the catalog of

architectural means to reprogram the dominant logics of space in

the city.?
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3. SITE ACCOMMODATION

In the urban realm this implies the resolution -a-f site conditions

through accommodation, not conflict, juxtaposition, and fragmen

tation (buildings that are evolved, not designed). Contextual tactics

treat constraints as opportunity, and move away from a modernist

ethic-and aesthetics-of transgression. W?rking ":'lith and not

against the site, something new is produced by registering the

complexity of the given.

4. FIELD CONDITIONS

Form matters, but not so much the forms ~f things as the forms

between things.

5. POSTCOLLAGE

Collage and montage acquired force through the collision of dis

tinct orders and the generation of tension across seams of differ- .

ence. Previously stable subjectivities were fragmented. But today

mobile subjectivities can be put into play both with and against

existing spatial orders. The disjunctive play of difference has lost

the power to shock. Fluid models of exchange, differential unities

and free floating intensities replace the critical model of recuperat

ing difference through ever escalating fragmentation.

NOTES

1. See K. Michael Hays, Modernism and the Post-Humanist Subject (Cambridge, MA:

MIT Press, 1993) or the essays collected in Detlef Mertins, ed., The Presence of Mies

(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1994).

2. See Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard, "Answering the Question: 'What is Postmodernism?'" in

The Postmodern Condition (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1986);

Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left

Review 146 (1984): 53-92.

3. See, among others, Joel Garreau, Edge City: Life on the New Frontier (New York: Dou

bleday, 1991).

4. Marc Hacker "Notes on a Changed World," Perspecta 21 (1983).

5. Vivian Sobchak, "The Scene of the Screen: Towards a Phenomenology of Cinematic

and Electronic Presence," in Past-Script 10 (1990): 56.

6. Friedrich A. Kittler "Gramophone, Film, Typewriter" in Literature, Media, Information

Systems, ed. John Johnstone (Newark, NJ: G+B Arts International, 1997), 31-2.

7. Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1986),.96.
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LEFT: Sketch of structure

OPPOSITE: Model: infrastruc

tural roof

chart'their interaction. These notations do :not so much map an

exact 'correspondence between architecture and activity as articu

late a degree of play between form and event, a loose fit of organi

zation and program.

1. SURFACES

Borrowing a concept from landscape ecology, the given surface

area of the site is organized into patches and corridors. Patches are

defined as nonlinear surface areas-in this case either green areas

where a return to indigenous habitat is encouraged or built-up

areas to accommodate the new programs. 1 Corridors are infra

structural pathways containing movement, services, and function.

The superposition of these two systems creates a mosaic of natural

and artificial surfaces.

Infrastructural Urbanism BARCELONA

The municipality of Barcelona intends to divert the LLobregat River

and extend its existing port facilities. An o_pen international com

petition was held in 1996 for the Logistical Activities Zone (ZAL)

adjacent to the new port area. We took this competition as an

opportunity to examine the potentials of an infrastructural urban

ism. Our design strategy consisted of setting down the traces of an

architectural infrastructure that would allow flexible development

while maintaining unified identity: a directed field within which

the future life of the site could unfold; an architectural means to

impose minimal although precise limits on future construction.

Refusing the chaos of the suburba~ landscape without resort

ing to nostalgic urban patterns, we sought an order specific to the

open zones atthe edge of the city. Two prototypical strategies were

proposed: a division of land that recognizes the presence of nature

and maintains open green space; a continuous architectural infra

structure that will allow flexible development while maintaining

unified identity.

Although developed initially by means of conventional repre

sentational techniques (plans, sections, and models) the ·elabora

tion of the project required new representational strategies. ·The

diagrams, maps, scores, and scripts that anticipate the event struc

ture of the site over time have been compiled into a User's Manual.

In the infrastructural approach, limits to future development are

set materially, and not through codes, zoning, or bureaucratic lim

its. Hence, the role of the notational schemas collected here is not

to set limits but to imagine multiple program scenarios and to
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LEFT: View of existing site

OPPOSITE: Plan: montage of

scenarios

columns. This infrastructural element is adaptable and flexible. A

lightweight fabric covering can be added to shelter public spaces or

outdoor service areas, and where buildings are proposed it can be

integrated into the structural system as sunbreak or service space.

Taking an optimistic view of the future of the site, this project

anticipate~ the participation of different architects, agencies, and

individuals in the construction of the site. It seeks to establish a

realistic framework within which these collective contributions can

be organized and coordinated. Working not with the bureaucratic

tools of zoning-regulations or codes-it seeks to establish precise

technical and instrumental limits to future construction. By creat

ing a structured field condition that is architecturally specific yet

programatically indeterminate, the future life of the site is free to

unfold beyond the fixed limits of a.masterplan.

NOTES

1. "We may define patch as a non-linear surface area differing in appearance from its

surroundings .... Patches are often embedded in a matrix, a surrounding area that

has a different species, structure, or occupation." Richard T. T. Forman and Michael

Godron, Landscape Ecology (New York: Wiley, 1986). 83.

3. PROGRAM

Four broad programmatic categories are proposed: work (work

shops and ateliers for artists and artisans); display (showrooms and

other exhibition facilities), sefvice.(vehicle services, hotel and office

space); and recreation (sports facilities and open green spaces for

leisure and events). Individual patches are programmed in relation

to access, adjacency, and proximity to services.

4. PATCH TYPOLOGIES

Instead of specific design proposals for future occupation of the site,

a series of loose organizational typologies are proposed. Depending

on density and organization, patches might function as habitat, bar

rier, filter, source, or sink for future activity. Scale and density of

architectural occupation in turn suggests possible programs.

5. INFRASTRUCTURE

The architectural space of the patches is articulated by a continu

ous roof structure supported on a regular grid of thin steel

2. MOVEMENT

Boundary and through roads are connected into the present system of

urban circulation. To facilitate connection with the ZAL, the primary

. circulation is on uninterrupted east-west routes. Secondary circula

tion is by means of local connecting roads aligned with the disjunc

tive network of patches. Pedestrian movement is at an upper level

within the depths of trusses ~upporting a continuous roof structure.
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ABOVE: Partial model

RIGHT: Roof from below

OPPOSITE AND FOLLOWING PAGES: User's Manual

Infrastructural Urbanism BARCELONA
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PATCHES, CORRIDORS

/
GREEN MATRIX

PATCHES

LOCATION PLAN

1. The division, allocation and construction of surfaces

2. The provision of services to support future programs

3. The establishment of networks for movement, communication and exchange

1. Infrastructure works not so much to propose specific buildings on given sites, but to construct the site itself.
Infrastructure prepares the ground for future building, and creates the conditions for future events. Its primary
modes of operation are:

Infrastructure's medi~m is geography.
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2. Infrastructural work recognizes the collective nature of the city: and allows for the participation of mul
tiple authors. Infrastructures give direction to future work in the city not by the establishment of rules or

codes (top-down). but by fixing points of service, access and structure (bottom-up). Infrastructure creates a
directional field, where different architects and designers can contribute, but it ·sets technical and instru
mental limits to their work. Infrastructure itself works strategically, but it encourages tactical improvisation.
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3. Infrastructures accomodate local contigency while maintaining overall continuity. In the design of highways.
bridges, canals or aqueducts, for example, an extensive catalogue of strategies exist to accomodate irregularities
in the terrain (doglegs. viaducts, cloverleaves, switchbacks, etc.) which are creatively employed to accomodate
existing conditions while maintaining functional continuity. Infrasructure's default condition is regularity - in the
desert, the highway runs straight. Infrastructures are above all pragmatic. Because it operates instrumentally,
infrastructural design is indifferent to formal debates. Invested neither in (ideal) regularity or in (disjunctive)
irregularity, the designer is free to employ whatever works in the particular conditions.
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This project marks a shift away from issues of represen

tatlOn to engage architecture as a MATErllAL PflACHCE

Material practices, (ecology, or engineering for exam
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with PERFORMANCE: energy inputs and outputs, the ca!

ibratlOn of force and resistance. They are lessconcl"rned

with what things look like and more concerned '.'11th
what they can do. MatcriaJ pracricesdo not attempt to

control or predetermine meaning_ Instead, they go
beyond the paradollesof the linguistic to ClIamme the
effects of signifying practices on perform"nce and
behavIOr. Although these matenal practices work
Instrumentally, they are not limited to the directmanip

ulation of given material. Instead they project transfor

mations of reality by means of abstract techniques such

as notation, simulation or calculation.
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4. Formal description of infrastructural systems: infrastructures tend to be hierarchical and tree-like, however there are
effects of scale - a capillary effect when the elements get very numerous and very small - and the effects of synergy,
when systems overlap and interchange, both of which tend to produce field conditions that work against an exclusively

vectorial organization of infrastructural systems.
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4. Infrastructural systems work like artificial ecologies, They manage the flows of energy and resources on a site. an'd

direct the density and distribution of habitat. They create the conditions necessary to respond to incremental adjust

ments in resource availability. and modify status of inhabitation in response to changing environmental conditions,
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5. Infrastructures allow detailed design of typical elements or repetitive structures, facilitating an architectural
approach tD urbanism. Instead of moving always down in scale from the ·general to the specific. infrastructural design
begins with the precise delineation of specific. systems within specific limits. Unlike other models. (planning codes or
typolDgical norms for example), that tend to schematize and regulate architectural fDrm. and work by prohibition. the
limits to architectural design in infrastructural complexes are technical and instrumental. In infrastructural urbanism,
form matters. but more for what it can do than fDr what it looks like.
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6. Infrastructures are flexible and anticipatory, They work with tim.e and are open to change. By specifying what must b.e
fixed and what is subject to change, they can be precise and indeterminate at the same time, they work through man
agement and cultivation, changing slowly to adjust to shifting conditions. They do not progress toward a predetermined
state (as with master planning strategies), but are always evolving within a loose envelope of constraints.
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ANTICIPATION.
Notations describe a work that IS yet to be realize,d
Even Jfalreadyperformed, th~workdescrlbedisopento
interoretatlon and change In the course of future per

formance. In this sense, notation IS optimistic and
anticipatory. Unlike c!asslcal theorlt':sofmlmeses, nota
tionsdo not m;3p or represent already exislcng objects
Of systems but anticipate new organizat:ons Jnd spec
Ify yet [0 be realized relatIonships Notation is not
about critique or commentary. These
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EVENT SCAFFOLD

PASSIVE PROGRAMS

ticsonlym retrospect, (pointing out what IS 'l'uong with

eXistIng realltyl whereas not3tion's more radical possj.
bilHyItesIn the possibility of proposing alternative real

ities. Notation's specia: properties can be expolted by
the urban deSigner' to produce il ~ind of "dlrected inde.
terminancv.~ proposals that are robust and specrfic
enough to sustain change over time. yet open enough
tosupportmultipkinterpretations
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meCitltng but With performance. energy inputs and
Qutputs. the calibration of force and resIstance. They
are Jess concern(d with what thIngs ;oo~ like ana
mort: l.;oncerned wtth what they can do. Materral
practices do flot atlempt !ocontrol or predetermine
meaning,ll1sread.theygobeyond tne paradoxes of
the :tnguistic ~o examine the effects of signifymg
pr<lct1ces on performance and be~avlor. Although
these material oractices work Instrumentally, they
are not limited to thc direct manipulation of given
materia1. Inslead they project :ransfotmations of
reality by means of abstract techniques such as
notation,Slmulationorcalcu!ation
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COLLECTIVE:
Notations presume a sodal context, and shared con
'1entlonsofinteroretatlon The score IS not a work Itself,
buta 'iet of mst;uetlons for performrng a worir:. Ascore
cannot~Ci private language. It 'I1orks InstrumentaUy
to coordinate the actions of multIple performers wno
collectlVelyproduce the worlr. as event. A5 a model far
operatlr,glOthecltY,thecolle:ctlvecharacterornota
tion IS highly suggestIve. Going tleyond transgresSIOn
and cross-programming, notations could functlon;:o
map the complex 3nd mdctermlnilte theater ofevery~

day life in the city. The use of notation mIght prcvokea
shift from the production of space to the performance
of space
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